
THE YOUNG OF TODAY ARE TOO

Teenagers and young adults are taking longer to achieve but surely; they also were very strongly correlated with each
other (r = +).

The depression that set in was punctuated by suicide attempts and spells in acute psychiatric units. Often, there
are no other children around to play with. Has there ever been a more challenging time to be a child growing
up in Britain? But they are savvier than we give them credit for. It was an afternoon he'd never forget, and
neither would his very proud mother. But the cost of shielding kids from risks goes well beyond the physical,
as a robust body of research has shown. Part of the rise in calls could be attributed to the fact that admitting
mental health issues no longer carries the stigma it once did, an undeniably positive development. And then
there was the query that ran in Parents magazine a few years back: "Your child's old enough to stay home
briefly, and often does. Calls to eight newspapers in North Carolina found none that would take anyone under
the age of 18 to deliver papers. But is it okay to leave her and her playmate home while you dash to the dry
cleaner? Nowhere can the pressures of the youth bulge be felt as profoundly as in India. Today many kids are
raised like veal. Thompson says. Given that we are in the middle of a global recession and austerity, these
figures should come as no real surprise. We didn't think anything was safe enough for young people.
Comment Are we putting our kids under too much pressure? But today's children are not free-ranged â€”
they're battery-reared. Children today are safer and smarter than this culture gives them credit for. Strains and
sprains accounted for the most injuries overall, followed by fractures. The love of swinging is probably older
than humanity itself, given our arboreal origins. A local news site reports the police then "took the tools for
safekeeping to be returned to the boy's parents. Children will read widely, express themselves freely, and work
through disagreements without automatically calling on authority figures to solve their problems for them. A
study found "kidnapping" to be the top parental fear, despite the fact that merely being a passenger in a car is
far more dangerous. If this is childhood, is it any wonder college kids also expect to be micromanaged on
Halloween? As it turns out, Halloween is the perfect Petri dish for observing what we have done to childhood.
It's tempting to blame "helicopter parents" for today's less resilient kids. These days, they're not doing much of
anything on their own. As Daniel Shuchman, chairman of the free speech-promoting Foundation for
Individual Rights in Education FIRE , puts it, "How likely are they to consider the First Amendment essential
if they start learning in fifth grade that you're forbidden to sayâ€”or even thinkâ€”certain things, especially at
school? For a series of special reports into the lives of the nation's youth, to be broadcast on ITV1 over three
nights starting Tuesday, we travelled the country to talk to children and parents about the growing pressures
young people face in their home, academic and social lives. No longer can you be sure that a large swell of
young working-age people will enrich your country, as they did a generation ago in East Asia. Many who take
the bus wait at the stop with parents beside them like bodyguards. A week later, his mother called him over
after a play and she, too, sharply criticized him. And those pressures are considerable, according to a survey
conducted for Tonight. But being emotionally overprotective takes away something else. According to a report
by the office of Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention, "offenders under age 15 represent the leading
edge of the juvenile crime problem, and their numbers are growing. It's their freedom that has been chiseled
away, after all. And this is on the one night of the entire year we traditionally let children pretend to be adults.
In treating them as fragileâ€”emotionally, socially, and physicallyâ€”society actually makes them so. They
blocked rail lines and set trucks on fire; the police say 30 people died in the unrest. If this effort is successful,
we'll soon see kids outside again. According to the latest survey carried out by a national nonprofit called
Pratham, half of Indian schoolchildren enrolled in fifth grade are unable to read from a second-grade textbook,
and half cannot subtract. The global generation gap is widening. Hippos do backflips in the water. Always a
lethal combo.


